Existing High Pressure

- Air pressure above 30.00". (30.23")
- No wind or light winds.
- Progressively getting warmer.
- No clouds or cumulus clouds.
- No precipitation.
Dropping Pressure

- Air pressure below 30.00 \(\text{in. (29.85)b}^\uparrow\) and dropping.
- Strong South winds
- Rising temperature caused by South wind.
- Cirrus clouds followed by high thin clouds.
- No precipitation.
Existing Low Pressure

- Air pressure reaches lowest point (29.50"")
- North wind (sometimes strong)
- Cold
- Stratus Clouds
- Rain or Snow
Rising Pressure

- Air pressure below 30.00" but rising (29.75")
- North winds weak or stopped
- Cold temperatures, but slowly on the rise
- Lingering stratus clouds - breaking up
- Partly cloudy skies; Cumulus Clouds
- Rain/snow off and on